Contact: Pascal Miousse (514) 567-0417
pascalmiousse@hotmail.com
IMPORTANT: The stage must have a
hard sur face appropriate for
stepdancing. If the stage is made of
cement or is carpeted, please provide
a plywood sheet (8 feet x 4 feet) or a
similar product.
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PIANO PROVIDED BY VENUE – RD600,
RD FP9 OR EQUIVALENT
5 monitors, 4 mixes (link piano and
bodhran/foot mixes together)
3 SM57 (for stepdancing and
percussion)
6 microphone stands
2 armless chairs
All cables must be patched through
the back of the stage to allow room
for stepdancing.

REVISED ON NOVEMBER 6th, 2012

CHANNEL LIST
____1 Vocal
____2 Vocal
____3 Vocal
____4 Vocal
____5 Vocal
____6 Bass Pedal (DI)
____7 Piano (DI)
____8 Piano (DI)
____9 Accordeon (DI)
____10 Stomp Box (XLR)
____11 Percussion
____12 Fiddle (XLR)
____13 Guitar (DI)
____14 Bodhran (XLR)
____15 Foot Percussion (XLR)
____16 Dance mic
____17 Dance mic
____18 Effects Retur n
____19 Effects Retur n

Vishtèn Rider
1 Technical
a) Presenter agrees to supply a sound system with sufficient power to evenly disperse sound at a
volume of up to 100db through out the performance space. Minimum sound system shall include a
16-channel mixing console with at least one sweepable midrange EQ (two is ideal). System should
also include a 31 band equalizer for front of house, an effects processor (reverb), and four active
monitor wedges with 2-4 mix capability. Five vocal mics with boom stands, two instrument mic
stands, and all cables necessary for the foregoing are also required. Ideally the main mixing console
should be located in the house itself and not in an isolated booth or on the stage.
b) Presenter will provide an 88-key digital piano keyboard with full weighted keys, stand, and bench
for same.
c) A full input list is provided on the accompanying stage plot
2. Load In and Sound Check
a) In a solo concert situation, load in shall occur four (4) hours prior to show curtain unless otherwise
arranged by the Presenter.
b) Provided that Artist is the sole performer on the billing, the Presenter shall allow Artist access to the
stage to complete the load in and sound check for up to a maximum of 120 minutes.
c) Band members appreciate brewed coffee to be available at the load in if at all possible.
d) Presenter agrees to supply the name, email address, and direct phone number of the house
technical director at least 30 days prior to the performance.
e) Presenter shall supply technical personnel to operate house PA system, house monitor system, and
house lighting. Artist shall have sole and final authority in controlling or directing all sound and
lighting issues. Notwithstanding, maximum volume levels shall conform to house rules at all times.
3. Inclement Weather
a) In the case of outdoor performances, the Presenter agrees to provide an adequately covered stage. In
addition, the Presenter agrees to either completely cancel the performance or provide an alternate
location for the performance on the same day of said performance in the event of a rainout or severe
windstorm.
b) The Presenter agrees to pay Artist the entire fee for the performance in the event of cancellation due
to inclement weather provided that the Artist is present and ready to perform.
4. Accommodations
a) The Presenter agrees to provide Artist the name, address, phone number and confirmation
number of the accommodations included as part of this contract no later than 30 days prior to
the performance.
b) If specified in the contract, Presenter shall provide three, non-smoking hotel rooms — one double
room and two single rooms.
5. Merchandise
The Presenter agrees to supply a table and three chairs for the sale of merchandise suitable to seat the
four band members (autograph session capabilities). The location of the merchandise table is to be at a
mutually agreed to position in order to promote sales while maintaining public safety.

6. Miscellaneous
a) Presenter will provide the Artist with the precise name and address of the venue and local
directions to the venue at least 30 days prior to the performance.
b) Presenter will not allow any part of the performance to be filmed or recorded without written
permission from Artist’s manager.
c) Presenter hereby covenants and agrees to obtain and pay all and any license fees required to be
obtained or to be paid to SOCAN (for Canadian performances only) provided that Artist supplies a
list of works performed.
d) Presenter agrees to provide Artist up to 6 complimentary tickets to the performance upon request.
7. Hospitality
a) Presenter agrees to supply a secure private dressing room with running water, bathroom facilities,
and electrical outlets. Please ensure that the dressing room is heated or air-conditioned as weather
may require. There needs to be a mirror, garment rack, towels and face cloths for four persons and
seating for up to eight. The dressing room must be able to be locked, with a key loaned to a member
of the group. Alternatively the Presenter agrees to be responsible for securing the dressing room and
stage area and thereby assumes liability for any loss due to theft.
b) Presenter agrees to supply 12 small bottles of water. This is essential to the performance.
c) Optional hospitality items that are greatly appreciated would be a platter with an assortment of
vegetables, meat, cheese, and fruit. Band members enjoy a bottle of red wine after the performance
and this too is greatly appreciated.
d) Presenter will provide dinner for four persons, to include starch, vegetable, and meat. Alternatively a
meal buyout of $75.00 is acceptable.

Conclusion:
Please note that all of the information that is indicated in bold type in this rider is required at least
30 days prior to the performance so that we can prepare and advance the tour plan with sufficient
lead time. All information may be sent to Vishtèn’s representative, Emmanuelle LeBlanc,
emmanuelleleblanc0@gmail.com. You may also reach Emmanuelle by phone at 902.303.3151.
We are looking forward to working with you and your staff. Together we will strive to achieve a highly
successful and memorable event.
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